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PwC recognised as a Vanguard Leader worldwide in Kennedy Information’s new
report on HR Communications consulting
PwC praised for providing HR consulting capabilities, which enable end-to-end services
and modernised solutions.
PwC announced today that Kennedy, the leading consulting research and advisory firm, has rated PwC
as a Vanguard Leader in HR Communications consulting in their new research which sets out key
market trends and evaluates the major HR Communications consulting vendors.
Kennedy evaluated 13 firms in their research and PwC is one of only three firms to have attained
Vanguard status. Vanguard firms are those which Kennedy has found to have the broadest and deepest
capabilities in a chosen market.
"This recognition reflects that PwC is in a unique position to assist clients in navigating the most
difficult challenges as they transform their businesses" said Juan Pujadas, Global Advisory Chairman,
He added, "It's not only our unique combination of Advisory and HR Consulting capabilities that sets
us apart from other firms and providers, it's our ability to mobilise our workforce to help clients across
a range of industries, throughout Europe and the Rest of the World."
Says Jon Williams, PwC's Global People and Organisation Leader, “Understanding that the impact and
effect of digital mediums goes far beyond what we first perceive, is crucial in an era that is defined by
technology. Digital not only affects business performance from a technical point of view, but also from
a workforce perspective. Whilst the way we communicate in life is changing, it is still important to
value relationships and maintain a personal style of communication.”
Source: Kennedy, “Forensics and Dispute Advisory Financial Consulting worldwide 2015”, - © ALM Media,
LLC; used with permission.

Notes
PwC helps organisations and individuals create the value they’re looking for. We’re a network
of firms in 157 countries with more than 195,000 people who are committed to delivering
quality in assurance, tax and advisory services. Find out more and tell us what matters to you
by visiting us at www.pwc.com.
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